A global pattern of mechanical stress polarizes cell divisions and cell shape in the growing Drosophila wing disc
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SUMMARY

Organismal development is under genetic control. Ultimately, mechanical forces shape embryos. If we want to understand the precise regulation of size and shape in animals, we must dissect how forces are distributed in developing tissues, and how they drive cell behavior to shape organs. This has not been addressed fully in the context of growing tissues. As cells grow and divide, they exert a pressure on their neighbors. How these local stresses add up or dissipate as the tissue grows is an unanswered question. We address this issue in the growing wing imaginal disc of Drosophila larvae, the precursor of the adult wing. We used a quantitative approach to analyze the strains and stresses of cells of the wing pouch, and found a global pattern of stress whereby cells in the periphery of the tissue are mechanically stretched and cells in the center are compressed. This pattern has important consequences on cell shape in the wing pouch: cells respond to it by polarizing their acto-myosin cortex, and aligning their divisions with the main axis of cell stretch, thereby polarizing tissue growth. Ectopic perturbations of tissue growth by the Hippo signaling pathway reorganize this pattern in a non-autonomous manner, suggesting a synergy between tissue mechanics and growth control during wing disc morphogenesis.
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INTRODUCTION

Tissues develop their shape through mechanical processes. Mechanical stress, the internal distribution of forces within cells and tissues, is what make cells move, change shape, or exchange neighbors. The mechanisms by which signaling pathways that pattern the embryo impact on the distribution of mechanical stress, and how this determines cell behavior have been the subject of intense focus recently (Heisenberg and Bellaïche, 2013). For example, during Drosophila gastrulation, a mechanical stress arising from polarized cell contractility powers cell-intercalation in the extending germ-band (Bertet et al., 2004; Rauzi et al., 2008; Zallen and Wieschaus, 2004). Likewise, cell intercalation drives extension of the neural tube in vertebrates (Nishimura et al., 2012).

Mechanical interactions differ from biochemical intercellular communication by their non-locality: mechanical perturbation spreads over large distances in a tissue owing to the transmission of tensions through tissue connectedness. Thus, mechanics could, in principle, act globally to coordinate morphogenesis. In this context, measuring patterns of mechanical stress in developing tissues and assessing their impact on cell behavior is one of the first steps necessary to understand morphogenetic processes.

Developmental mechanics have mostly been investigated in animal tissues that grow poorly, often in the context of gastrulation. Here, we study growing tissues that shape themselves as they grow. How growth impacts on the distribution of stress and subsequent shaping of tissues is not known. As a result, we understand poorly how shape and size are coordinated in vivo (Lecuit and Le Goff, 2007). Recent efforts have focused on the identification of growth factors, such as morphogens, and understanding of how they control cell behavior and proliferation (Wartlick et al., 2009). Yet morphogens cannot act alone. Growth is a mechanical process: each time a cell grows, new matter is being added within the tissue. Tissues do not always passively follow ‘instructions’ from morphogens. Indeed, if the tissue surrounding a growing cell cannot rearrange itself, it will resist this local perturbation, resulting in a local mechanical stress that, in return, constrains the dividing cell. As more divisions proceed, these local stresses may accumulate and give rise to a macroscopic stress that will affect tissue shape. Thus, as a result of cell-cell connectedness, a resultant growth emerges that differs from the one initially specified by morphogens. This is what happens in plants, in which cells cannot move and cannot exchange neighbors (Green et al., 2010; Kuchen et al., 2012). The opposite situation is that of loosely connected cells, which can make way for growth, resulting in an effective fluid flow where no mechanical stress is generated, as in cultured multicellular spheroids.

Where do animal tissues stand in this range of behavior? The occurrence of large-scale mechanical stress will depend on the balance between sources of stress and dissipation through cell rearrangements. Such a description of the mechanics of growing animal tissues is of prime importance but still awaits experimental assessment. A macroscopic stress might affect cell division or apoptosis and regulate signaling pathways. Recent work demonstrated the influence of tissue mechanics on activation of the Hippo pathway (Dupont et al., 2011; Fernández et al., 2011; Sansores-Garcia et al., 2011), and direct mechanical feedback has been demonstrated in the Drosophila thorax (Marinari et al., 2012) and in Arabidopsis meristem (Uyttewaal et al., 2012).

Here, we investigate the interplay between tissue mechanics and morphogenesis at the tissue level in the precursor of the Drosophila wing: the wing disc. This pseudo-stratified epithelium is a powerful system in which to study growth control and epithelial morphogenesis. It grows by a thousand-fold over 5 days under the control of the morphogens Decapentaplegic (Dpp) and Wingless...
(Wg), which coordinate growth in synergy with the Hippo pathway (Baena-Lopez et al., 2012; Halder and Johnson, 2011; Oh and Irvine, 2011). We address the interplay between growth and tissue mechanics in the bulk of the wing disc. We find the existence of a global pattern of mechanical stress that impacts on tissue morphogenesis. We first analyze the mechanics of the developing precursor of the wing disc, then address its impact on tissue morphogenesis, and finally show that clonal perturbation of growth rates affects the mechanics of the tissue non-autonomously. We discuss the implications of these findings on the regulation of tissue stress during wing disc development.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fly stocks and genetics

E-cadherin (Shotgun) was visualized with ubi-E-cad:GFP, which rescues a null mutant (Oda and Tsukita, 2001). Myosin-II (MyoII) was visualized with a MyoII regulatory light chain (Sqh in *Drosophila*) GFP/cherry-fusion (Sqh:GFP or sqh::Cherry) under the *spaghetti-squash* promotor, which rescues a protein null sqhAX3 null mutant. Gal4 flip-out clones were made with the transgene act>g->Gal4,UAS-GFP (Bloomington#4411). LexA flipouts were made with act>g->LexA,LexAop-CΔ8:GFP, a recombinant of a LexA flipout (Schwank et al., 2011b) and Bloomington Stock Center #32203, a gift from C. Bertet (NYU, NY, USA). RNAi clones were generated with a UAS-expanded-dsRNA stocks from the TRiP project (Ni et al., 2008) with UAS-DeR2, and observed 48 hours after heatshock. UAS-Yki clones (stock from P. Leopold, University of Nice, France) were observed 30 hours after heatshock. D.:GFP was a gift from Y. Bellelis (Institut Curie, Paris, France). Supplementary material Table S1 gives the genotypes for all figures.

Live imaging of wing discs

Discs were dissected from third instar larvae in clone 8 medium (shield and Sang medium supplemented with 2% FCS, 12.5 IU/100 ml insulin and 2.5% fly extract), and imaged in glass-bottomed Petri dishes. Images were collected using a spinning disc confocal (60×/1.29 NA oil lens), and imaged in glass-bottomed Petri dishes. Volumes were calibrated using a standard protocol (Klein et al., 2008). This study investigates the pouch of the wing disc. From mid-third instar onwards, the pouch is delineated by the existence of the deep folds around it. Before that (supplementary material Fig. S10, green mid-third instar onwards, the pouch is delineated by the existence of the compartment boundaries along which the tissue locally aligns. Averaging 17,000 cells over 15 discs of mid-third instar larvae, we obtained coarse-grained morphometric maps that reveal patterns of cell shape. First, we measured a linear increase in the apical surface area from the center of the pouch to the periphery (Fig. 1B). This pattern is almost concentric. Its minimum coincides with the center of mass of the pouch, a few cell diameters anterior from the antero-posterior (AP) compartment boundary (Fig. 1B). As shown in supplementary material Fig. S6, the area distribution at a given distance from the center is broad. But with a large enough statistical population (n=4500 for this particular distribution, which give rise to one point in Fig. 1B), significant spatial variations emerge from our analysis. The apico-basal length of cells was, by contrast, greater in the center than in the periphery (Fig. 1C). This suggests that cells in the center do not have a smaller volume than those in the periphery (Fig. 1C), but have a different shape. On mechanical grounds, this change in aspect ratio could have two different causes. Cells in the center might actively constrict their apical surface, or alternatively they might be laterally compressed by the surrounding peripheral cells of the pouch, while keeping their volume constant. These models make different predictions about the shape of cells in the periphery. If central cells contract their apical surface, then peripheral cells should be stretched radially towards the central contraction. However, if central cells are compressed by the peripheral ones, then conversely peripheral cells should be stretched tangentially in order to equilibrate stress. We analyzed local tissue orientation using the texture matrix (Graner et al., 2008) (supplementary material Appendix S1, equation 2) (Fig. 1D) and found that it is also strongly patterned in the wing pouch. The coarse-grained map of local orientation (Fig. 1E) shows two interesting features. First, there is a gradual tendency from the center to the periphery to orient the tissue tangentially (Fig. 1E,F); this tendency was only interrupted at the compartment boundaries along which the tissue locally aligns. Second, the amplitude of deformations along the axis of orientation increases from the center of the tissue to the periphery: the tissue is isometric in the center and becomes gradually anisotropic towards the periphery (Fig. 1G). Together, these observations argue that cells are stretched at the periphery and might be compressed at the center. The orientation of cells at the periphery suggest that these internal stresses are the consequence of a force balance whereby peripheral cells compress cells in the center and cells in the center stretch cells in the periphery. If these morphometric patterns emerge from a single underlying pattern of mechanical stress, they should tightly overlap. Indeed, the center of symmetry of the apical area pattern

Inhibition of Myosin-II

Wing discs were exposed to 1 mM Y27632 in clone 8 medium for 40 minutes. Inhibition was tested observing MyoII::GFP: treated discs show a clear reduction in junctional MyoII compared with control (supplementary material Fig. S1). To compare tissue morphometry before and after Y27632 treatments, wing discs were put in individual drops of clone 8 medium and imaged. Each drop was then supplemented with Y27632 to a final concentration of 1 mM. The discs were then re-imaged after an incubation time of 40 minutes.

Image analysis

Image analysis procedures are detailed in supplementary material Appendix S1. An important part was the statistical morphometry, which results in a collection of coarse-grained morphometric maps (apical area, orientation, ellipticity).

RESULTS

Tissue deformations are patterned in the wing pouch

Because forces impact on the shape of cells, we conducted a systematic analysis of cell shape in the presumptive wing blade, called the pouch. We cultured living third instar wing discs and imaged the contour of cells with an E-cadherin::GFP fusion (Fig. 1A). We developed image analysis tools to investigate the shape of cells, which sequentially: improve the signal-to-noise ratio of 3D projections; skeletonize the contour of cells; perform a statistical analysis of the shape of cells. Morphometric data were averaged both locally and among registered tissues (using the compartment boundaries as a reference). Averaging 17,000 cells over 15 discs of mid-third instar larvae, we obtained coarse-grained morphometric maps that reveal patterns of cell shape.

First, we measured a linear increase in the apical surface area from the center of the pouch to the periphery (Fig. 1B). This pattern is almost concentric. Its minimum coincides with the center of mass of the pouch, a few cell diameters anterior from the antero-posterior (AP) compartment boundary (Fig. 1B). As shown in supplementary material Fig. S6, the area distribution at a given distance from the center is broad. But with a large enough statistical population (n=4500 for this particular distribution, which give rise to one point in Fig. 1B), significant spatial variations emerge from our analysis. The apico-basal length of cells was, by contrast, greater in the center than in the periphery (Fig. 1C). This suggests that cells in the center do not have a smaller volume than those in the periphery (Fig. 1C), but have a different shape. On mechanical grounds, this change in aspect ratio could have two different causes. Cells in the center might actively constrict their apical surface, or alternatively they might be laterally compressed by the surrounding peripheral cells of the pouch, while keeping their volume constant. These models make different predictions about the shape of cells in the periphery. If central cells contract their apical surface, then peripheral cells should be stretched radially towards the central contraction. However, if central cells are compressed by the peripheral ones, then conversely peripheral cells should be stretched tangentially in order to equilibrate stress. We analyzed local tissue orientation using the texture matrix (Graner et al., 2008) (supplementary material Appendix S1, equation 2) (Fig. 1D) and found that it is also strongly patterned in the wing pouch. The coarse-grained map of local orientation (Fig. 1E) shows two interesting features. First, there is a gradual tendency from the center to the periphery to orient the tissue tangentially (Fig. 1E,F); this tendency was only interrupted at the compartment boundaries along which the tissue locally aligns. Second, the amplitude of deformations along the axis of orientation increases from the center of the tissue to the periphery: the tissue is isometric in the center and becomes gradually anisotropic towards the periphery (Fig. 1G). Together, these observations argue that cells are stretched at the periphery and might be compressed at the center. The orientation of cells at the periphery suggest that these internal stresses are the consequence of a force balance whereby peripheral cells compress cells in the center and cells in the center stretch cells in the periphery. If these morphometric patterns emerge from a single underlying pattern of mechanical stress, they should tightly overlap. Indeed, the center of symmetry of the apical area pattern

Laser ablation

Single junction ablations were performed as published (Rauzi et al., 2008) using an infrared femtosecond laser to generate ablations. Ablations were made at the pouch, while keeping their volume constant. These models make different predictions about the shape of cells in the periphery. If central cells contract their apical surface, then peripheral cells should be stretched radially towards the central contraction. However, if central cells are compressed by the peripheral ones, then conversely peripheral cells should be stretched tangentially in order to equilibrate stress. We analyzed local tissue orientation using the texture matrix (Graner et al., 2008) (supplementary material Appendix S1, equation 2) (Fig. 1D) and found that it is also strongly patterned in the wing pouch. The coarse-grained map of local orientation (Fig. 1E) shows two interesting features. First, there is a gradual tendency from the center to the periphery to orient the tissue tangentially (Fig. 1E,F); this tendency was only interrupted at the compartment boundaries along which the tissue locally aligns. Second, the amplitude of deformations along the axis of orientation increases from the center of the tissue to the periphery: the tissue is isometric in the center and becomes gradually anisotropic towards the periphery (Fig. 1G). Together, these observations argue that cells are stretched at the periphery and might be compressed at the center. The orientation of cells at the periphery suggest that these internal stresses are the consequence of a force balance whereby peripheral cells compress cells in the center and cells in the center stretch cells in the periphery. If these morphometric patterns emerge from a single underlying pattern of mechanical stress, they should tightly overlap. Indeed, the center of symmetry of the apical area pattern
revealed a pattern of cell deformation that suggests the existence of a global pattern of mechanical stress. Interestingly, the center of mass of the pouch coincides with the center of symmetry of tissue deformations.

### Anisotropic force distribution reveals a tissue-level pattern of mechanical stress

In order to test our prediction that cells in the periphery of the pouch are under a tangential mechanical stretch, we performed laser-ablation experiments. In an epithelium, apical junctions concentrate most of the interfacial tensile activity (Farhadifar et al., 2007; Rauzi et al., 2008). We directly measured the distribution of tension by measuring the recoil velocity of individual junctions after ablation with a near-infrared femtosecond-pulsed laser (Rauzi et al., 2008). We classified junctions in two categories: tangent junctions that made an angle 0°±30° with the local tangent of the geometrical elliptic approximation, and radial junctions (90°±30° with the local tangent) (Fig. 2A). The initial recoil velocity was 2.5-fold higher for tangential than for radial junctions in the periphery (>50 µm from the center; Fig. 2B, left). Such a polarity was not observed in medial regions of the pouch (<35 µm from the center) and the tension in this medial region was also lower (Fig. 2B, right). Our experimental observations show that cells in the periphery of the tissue are stretched anisotropically.

### The stress pattern is independent of Dachs-mediated planar polarity

This led us to investigate the mechanisms of tangential stretching. The Fat/Dachsous planar polarity pathway is important for wing pouch morphogenesis (Baonza and Garcia-Bellido, 2005; Mao et al., 2006; Sagner et al., 2012). Downstream of Fat is the atypical myosin Dachs. Dachs has been shown to control cell edge tension in the pupal thorax and the wing disc (Bosveld et al., 2012; Mao et al., 2011). It is planar polarized in the wing disc at the junction level, with one side of each cell-cell junction containing more Dachs, along a proximo-distal gradient (Fig. 3A, left-hand schematic) (Ambegaonkar et al., 2012; Mao et al., 2006; Schwank et al., 2011b). Dachs has also been proposed to be polarized in the wing disc at the cellular level, with tangent junctions being enriched compared with radial junctions, leading to a radial bias in cell shape (Fig. 3A, right-hand schematic) (Mao et al., 2011). Dachs could thus be required for polarized cell stretching in the disc periphery. These
Dachs planar polarity does not generate the stretch.

(A) Reported polarity of Dachs in the pouch. Left: Dachs is polarized at the junction level. Junctions bear more Dachs on one side than the other (continuous versus dashed red lines). A polarity at the level of the cell is not necessarily seen. Right: Dachs is polarized at the level of the cell, yielding an asymmetry of cell shape. (B) No polarity is visible in a dachs−/−Dachs::GFP reporter. Red arrows indicate anteroposterior compartment boundary. (CD) Magnification of periphery (see schematic on the right) shows no polarity. (E-G) dachsGC13 mutant cells in the periphery are as stretched as their WT neighbors. Mutant clones, labeled by absence of GFP, are outlined (E′-G′). (H) Quantification confirms that dachs−/− cells are as anisotropic as their non-mutant neighbors. Black error bars represent s.d.; red error bars represent s.e.m.; P-values are from KS test.

MyoII forms polarized supracellular cables in the periphery of the tissue

Cells reorganize their acto-myosin cytoskeleton upon mechanical stimulation. This has been reported on isolated fibroblasts and Dictyostelium (Effler et al., 2006; Yoshigi et al., 2005), cell aggregates (Guevorkian et al., 2011) and in Drosophila embryos (Fernandez-Gonzalez et al., 2009). We looked for a possible signature of mechanical stretch in the cytoskeleton of cells. We used a fusion of Myosin-II (MyoII) regulatory light chain and GFP (or Cherry when co-visualized with E-cad::GFP) to inspect the cell cortex at apical junctions. We extracted the signal at adherens junctions of pouch cells using selective plane projection (supplementary material Appendix S1 and Fig. S2). Contrary to Dachs, MyoII::GFP was enriched in a polarized manner in the periphery, forming supracellular cables of enrichment tangent to the wing pouch (Fig. 4A). This was not observed in the center of the pouch (Fig. 4A). The MyoII cables were not associated with a local enrichment of E-cad::GFP (Fig. 4B). Polarized MyoII in the periphery also contrasted with unpolarized Dachs (Fig. 4C,D; Fig. 3), an observation confirmed by the co-visualization of MyoII::Cherry and Dachs::GFP (Fig. 4E). Quantification of the angular distribution of MyoII confirmed the polarized distribution of MyoII (Fig. 4F). The formation of MyoII cables also correlated with a modification of the shape of cells, which became slightly more rectangular (quantified by the angular distribution of junctional length with respect to the axis of the cable; Fig. 4G). Cells in the periphery, however, were still topological hexagons on average (supplementary material Fig. S7). Polarized enrichment of MyoII in cells abutting the compartment boundaries, leading to changes in cell shape, have been reported (Landsberg et al., 2009; Major and Irvine, 2006). Our results show that these singular mechanical properties at the compartment boundaries are also present in the bulk of the tissue.

MyoII cables are induced in response to mechanical stress of the tissue

MyoII cables are localized at the periphery of the wing pouch, where the tissue is stretched and similarly orients tangentially (see supplementary material Fig. S8 for a qualitative assessment). This suggests a link between cell stretching and MyoII polarity. We addressed this at the subcellular level using laser ablation in cells expressing E-cad::GFP and MyoII::Cherry. We defined a polarity index, which measures how much a junction recruits MyoII relative to its neighbors, and is > 0 for junctions that are part of the MyoII cables and < 0 for the dim transverse junctions (mathematical definition in equation 8 of supplementary material Appendix S1). We found that the speed of relaxation after ablation correlated positively with the polarity index (Fig. 5A). Thus, junctions that are part of the enriched cables are more tensed than their transverse counterparts.

These results establish a correlation but do not demonstrate a causal link. MyoII polarity may be a cause or a consequence of cell deformation. Alternatively, both might be controlled independently by an upstream signal. To address this, we investigated the effect of MyoII inactivation using the ROCK inhibitor Y27632 (Bertet et al., 2004; Farhadifar et al., 2007) (see supplementary material Fig. S1 for assessment of efficiency of inhibition). We first probed junctional tension after ROCK inhibitor treatment using laser ablation. MyoII::GFP was totally removed from junctions in the presence of Y27632 (Fig. 5C). Overall, recoil velocity decreased.

enrichment of Dachs at the cellular level would bias cell shape and give rise to the pattern of stress at the disc periphery.
significantly upon treatment (ratio of mean velocity without/with inhibition = 1.45; significance of the difference: \( P = 0.025 \)). However, the polarity of stress was still observed in the peripheral junctions: tangent junctions were still more tensed than radial ones (Fig. 5B). Accordingly, the apical surface of cells in the center of the pouch was still smaller than that of cells in the periphery (supplementary material Fig. S9). Thus, the stretch in the periphery does not seem to rely on MyoII tensile activity at the junctions. This supports the idea of a mechanical loading of cells in the periphery by a pattern of stress. We also analyzed the shape of cells after MyoII inactivation. We observed a small increase of tissue deformation in the periphery \([\text{pre-inhibition}: 0.195\pm0.006 \text{ (mean \pm s.e.m.)}; \text{post-inhibition}: 0.248\pm0.006; P=10^{-6}; \text{Fig. 5D}]\). This is inconsistent with the idea that MyoII polarity is the cause of cell stretching, which predicts a reduction of cell stretching upon ROCK inhibition. Because the stretch does not rely on Dachs, and because MyoII cables strongly correlate with the stretch, we also do not favor a hypothesis linking MyoII cables and planar polarity pathways. Instead, we propose that MyoII polarity is a consequence of cell stretching. Because this polarized enrichment results in cells being slightly less stretched, it acts as a negative mechanical feedback that limits tissue deformation (Fig. 5E).

### Cell divisions are re-oriented parallel to the lines of stress

Next, we investigated the consequence of tissue stretching on the mitotic behavior of cells. Local tissue deformation is associated with an elongation of cells. We tested whether the pattern of cell divisions in the wing pouch emerges in part from the tissue level mechanical state via cell elongation. Cell divisions were observed on time-lapse movies of cultured discs spanning 8 hours of development (supplementary material Movie 1). Registering divisions using compartment boundaries, we quantified their orientation at the exit from mitosis. In the center of the tissue, the orientation of divisions is predominantly radial (Fig. 6A). This confirms earlier reports documenting control of division orientation by the planar polarity Ft/Ds pathway mediated by the atypical myosin Dachs (Baonza and Garcia-Bellido, 2005; Mao et al., 2011). However, this polarity
vanishes further from the center (Fig. 6B) and eventually rotates 90° as it becomes tangential in the peripheral regions (Fig. 6C-E) (Baonza and Garcia-Bellido, 2005) (see Fig. 6F for a schematic of the pattern of cell divisions). Interestingly, the orientation of divisions correlated with local tissue deformation in the periphery, but not in the center: the variance of the angles of cell division with respect to the local tissue deformation (Fig. 6G) gradually decreases from the center to the periphery (Fig. 6H). Although these correlative measurements do not strictly demonstrate causation, they nevertheless suggest that the mechanical state of the tissue biases cell division orientation: the more anisotropic the tissue is, the more coherently divisions orient along the axis of stretch. Two different cues would then bias the orientation of cell divisions in the wing pouch: Dachs polarity would induce radial cell divisions in the center of the pouch (Mao et al., 2011), and mechanical stretch would induce tangential cell divisions in the periphery. Such an orientation of divisions along the stretch dominates stress-releasing processes in the wing pouch, as cell-intercalations are scarce. Indeed, we quantified cell intercalation events by tracking pairs of cells in 8-hour-long movies (supplementary material Movie 1). Discarding pairs that led to the division of one of the two cells, we found that about 1% of 450 pairs were disconnected by an intercalation event, thus confirming the finding of (Gibson et al., 2006) that cell exchanges are scarce in the pouch.

**Ectopic alterations of Hippo signaling induce non-autonomous stress reorganization**

As explained above, growth could, in principle, induce mechanical stress (Green et al., 2010). Only growth that is both completely homogeneous in space and orientation does not induce mechanical stress in a tissue. Growth is reported to be globally fairly uniform (Milán et al., 1996; Schwank et al., 2011b; Wartlick et al., 2011b). However, some heterogeneity has been reported by O’Brochta and Bryant, who observed, in addition to the reduced proliferation at the dorsoventral (DV) boundary, a reduced proliferation in the periphery 96 hours after egg laying (O’Brochta and Bryant, 1985). Whether growth is homogeneous remains an unanswered question, in particular because it is cell divisions that are usually measured (by counting mitotic cells), not growth. We assessed a potential link between growth and mechanics perturbing growth patterns. The Hippo pathway is required for growth control in imaginal discs (Halder and Johnson, 2011; Huang et al., 2005; Tapon et al., 2002). We inactivated Hippo signaling to induce local over-growth within flip-out clones by knocking down the gene expanded, which encodes for a activator of the pathway (Boedigheimer and Laughon, 1993; Halder and Johnson, 2011), or overexpressing the transcription factor Yorkie (Yki), which results in transcriptional activation of cell growth (Huang et al., 2005). Both experiments induced similar, non-autonomous effects on cell shape. Cells inside the clone tended to be isotropic and had a smaller apical surface, whereas cells in the WT surrounding tissue were larger and anisotropic, with their main axis oriented in a tangent angle with respect to the border of the clone (Fig. 7A-B). Quantification of local tissue deformation shows a systematic increase of tissue anisotropy and apical area from the center of the clone to the surrounding tissues (Fig. 7B). Interestingly, expanded-RNAi clones could also re-polarize MyoII, acting as an organizing center for MyoII cables, which formed swirling patterns around the clone (Fig. 7C). Similar effects were observed after Yki overexpression (Fig. 7D). These results suggest that alteration of growth (overgrowth in this case) can recapitulate, at a mesoscopic level, the global patterns of stress that we observe in the entire wing disc. We qualitatively confirmed this non-autonomous mechanical perturbation of WT tissue surrounding Yki overexpression at a mesoscopic level using a two-clones protocol. We induced both WT LexA flip-out clones (labeled with a membrane GFP) and Yki overexpressing Gal4 flip-outs (cytosolic GFP). Figure 7E shows that the Yki-overexpressing clone was overgrown compared with surrounding WT clones. Furthermore, the WT clones neighboring the Yki-overexpressing clones were bent and globally distorted (Fig. 7D). Although we cannot exclude a contribution from apical F-actin enrichment upon Hippo modulation (Fernández et al., 2011), our experiments on expanded and yorkie are consistent with the generation of a local overpressure by overgrowing clones.

**DISCUSSION**

**Mechanical stress in the wing disc**

Our first result is that the precursor of the *Drosophila* wing experiences mechanical stress far beyond the compartment boundaries in the course of its development. We found that the peripheral region of the wing pouch is stretched tangentially (i.e. parallel to the presumptive hinge). Although mechanical stress has been shown to play a role in a range of morphogenetic processes such as gastrulation (Butler et al., 2009; Rauzi et al., 2008) or planar cell polarity (PCP) (Aigouy et al., 2010; Olguín et al., 2011), the context of a growing wing disc raises a new question: how do the constant cell rearrangements provided by cell divisions affect the distribution of stress in the tissue? It was proposed on theoretical grounds that divisions dissipate mechanical stress, maintaining the tissue in a stress-free, liquid-like state (Ranft et al., 2010). Our observations show that this is not the case in the wing pouch.
Although stress dissipation by divisions is likely to be at play in the pouch, notably in the form of cell divisions oriented along the axis of stretch (see below), it is not sufficient to completely dissipate the stress. The apparent absence of exchange of neighbors in this tissue during larval development (our data) (Gibson et al., 2006) is also expected to contribute to a low dissipation of stress. The fact that proliferation slows down during the third instar stage, might also explain this insufficient dissipation of stress. Interestingly, the amplitude of mechanical stress seems to increases in that same time window (supplementary material Fig. S10). In plants, the growing meristem is brought even further from mechanical equilibrium by positive feedback between mechanics and growth, resulting in shape-generating instabilities (Uyttewaal et al., 2012). Thus, preventing the tissue from dissipating mechanical stress might be a general way to generate shape. The existence of stress in the wing pouch might play a role in polarizing mechanics for subsequent changes (for example, when the tissue acquires its 3D shape, a process known as evagination). Polarized stress and polarized MyoII might impact on the extension of the whole pouch along the proximo-distal axis, which proceeds during evagination and is also thought to depend on cell exchanges (Condic et al., 1991; Fristrom, 1976).

**How cells respond to stretch: Impact of mechanics on morphogenesis**

At a local scale, cells respond to stretch by polarizing their cytoskeleton (Figs 4, 5) and orienting their divisions (Fig. 6). The fact that cells respond to stretch by polarizing their cytoskeleton has two implications on the cellular lattice of the tissue. First, it serves as a homeostatic mechanism: by stiffening or contracting their cortex along the axis of stretch, cells reduce the deformation they undergo (Fig. 5D,E). Second, it leads to the emergence of higher order structures in which cells assemble linearly along MyoII cables. These cables are akin to those found at compartment boundaries and might limit cell mixing in the bulk of the tissue or participate in orienting cell divisions there. Overall, the presence of mechanical stress, and the active response mediated by MyoII polarity, gives a representation of the cellular lattice that contrasts with the classic view inherited from Lewis, in which the shape of cells is on average hexagonal owing to their tendency to have six neighbors (Gibson et al., 2006; Lewis, 1926): in the periphery of the pouch, the shape of cells is driven by stress fields and not by topology.

A number of studies have reported the impact of cell shape and/or mechanical tension on the orientation of cell divisions in cultured mammalian cells (Fink et al., 2011; Théry et al., 2005), sea urchin (Minc et al., 2011), plants (Besson and Dumais, 2011), and the *Drosophila* wing disc (Gibson et al., 2011). The mechanisms at play in these various systems are likely to be different. Plants respond to mechanical stress by polarizing cell-wall stiffness (Uyttewaal et al., 2012). Cultured cells are polarized by forces conveyed by retraction fibers (Fink et al., 2011). In wing disc, Gibson and colleagues identified a regulation of the spindle axis associated with the local packing geometry (Gibson et al., 2011). Our results extend these findings by showing that a pattern of mechanical stress conveys a pattern of spindle orientation, potentially through the same mechanism. In the wing disc, the mitotic spindle undergoes rounds of rotations before final orientation is set. It can explore the mechanical energy landscape and may settle for an optimized orientation. Such alignment of divisions with the axis of stress could enhance the dissipation of stress discussed above.

Although stretch seems to control the orientation of divisions in the periphery of the tissue, this is not the case in the center of the pouch where cells are isometric (Fig. 1G). There, we find that divisions are predominantly radial, in agreement with published works that showed that the main operator of radial growth orientation in the center is the Fat/Dachsous/Dachs planar polarity pathway (Baonza and Garcia-Bellido, 2005; Mao et al., 2011).

**The origin of mechanical stress**

What is the source of mechanical stress in the tissue? Could patterning of cytoskeletal motor proteins yield regional differences in the shape of cells? To address this question, we looked at the distribution of the myosin motors MyoII and Dachs in the pouch. In the case of MyoII, and as discussed above, we did observe a polarity, but it is a response to stretch, not the direct cause. The stretch is still present after MyoII inactivation (Fig. 5B-D). In the case of Dachs, it was recently reported to be enriched in tangential junctions throughout the wing pouch, and proposed to increase their tension, resulting in a radial bias of cell shape (Mao et al., 2011). We
thus assessed Dachs localization using a recent protein fusion under the control of the endogenous promoter (Bosveld et al., 2012). Based on our results that Dachs is apparently not polarized in the pouch and that Dachs mutant cells are anisotropic like their WT neighbors in the periphery, we conclude that Dachs is not a direct cause of the stretch (although it could contribute in a non-autonomous manner by polarizing growth in the center, see below). Our results on polarity, which may seem at odds with the published literature, are not necessarily so. There is significant evidence for the activity of Dachs to be polarized. It was shown that, at the single-junction level, Dachs enriches one side more than the other along a distal-to-proximal gradient (Ambegaonkar et al., 2012; Mao et al., 2006; Schwank et al., 2011a). Our observations were not designed to resolve such a polarity (we could not resolve individual sides of a junction). We do, however, observe that Dachs is not polarized at the cellular level, which fits with the isotropic cell shapes we observe in the center of the pouch. Mao et al. reported radial cells in the center (Mao et al., 2011), but did so only for anaphase cells, whereas we measured cell shape at all phases of the cell cycle, which could explain the discrepancy. More observations will be needed to dissect the mechanism by which Dachs polarizes growth radially in the wing pouch. Brittle et al. observed a cellular-level polarity of Dachs near the hinge region at very late stages of larval development (Brittle et al., 2012). Although we find that Dachs is not polarized at earlier stages and that it is not required for cell stretching (Fig. 3), we cannot exclude the possibility that Dachs might have a role at later stages when the tissue stops growing and starts evaginating. At these late stages, Dachs might induce polarized exchange of neighbors in the evaginating wing, as reported in the pupal notum (Bosveld et al., 2012).

The observation that cells are stretched in the periphery and compressed in the center could be simply explained on pure mechanical principles if expansion of central regions of the tissue was constrained by the periphery. This could occur if the rate of growth was stronger in the center than in the periphery; for example, by a gradual slowing down of growth in the periphery of the tissue. The cellular processes normally associated with tissue growth can thus have contrasting effects on mechanics: heterogeneous distribution of the rate or polarity of mass increase can be a source of mechanical stress, but cell divisions oriented in the axis of stretch introduce rearrangements that can dissipate stress. Although studies have measured homogeneous proliferation rates in the wing disc (Milán et al., 1996; Wartlick et al., 2011b), an earlier report emphasized declining proliferation rates from the center to the periphery (O’Brochta and Bryant, 1985). Our observations that perturbations of tissue growth by the Hippo signaling pathway leads to non-autonomous alteration of stress patterns (Fig. 7) is consistent with this and indicates that overgrowth can effectively induce non-autonomous tissue deformations similar to those observed in the wild type at the periphery. Importantly, the orientation of growth might be as important as the rate of growth. Cell divisions are oriented proximo-distally in the center of the pouch (see above). Such a pattern of orientation could also generate compression of the center and stretching of the periphery. A third potential mechanism would link mechanical stress in the periphery with the formation of the deep folds around the wing pouch that occurs in the course of late larval wing disc development (third instar). Cells that are invaginating might exert a pulling force that would result in patterns of mechanical stress akin to the one we observe. All the aforementioned mechanisms (rate/orientation of growth, mechanics of folds) are not mutually exclusive and could all contribute to shaping the pattern of stress we observe.

To conclude, non-local mechanical interactions lead to a global pattern of mechanical stress that feeds back on tissue morphogenesis in the periphery of the wing pouch. We did not measure how much this interplay between growth and mechanics contributes to the final size and shape of the wing. Future studies will have to address this. It will also be important to overcome the present limitations in measuring growth rates and orientation in living tissues in order to address this question.
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